AGENDA

9.45 – 10.00  Registration; Introduction of participants

10.00 – 10.30  Assoc. prof. Milena Koleva (TU - Gabrovo):
Project "Chemistry is all around Network", thematic area “Successful experience and
good practice in teaching chemistry at school” – current and future activities

10.30 – 12.30  Teachers and expert involved in Chemistry is all around Project:
Teaching chemistry at school: innovative approaches and good practice (analyses and
comments on papers and publication available on the project website)
Discussions

12.30 – 13.00  Coffee break

13.00 – 14.00  Teachers and expert involved in Chemistry is all around Project:
Shared experience: testing of interactive educational materials in chemistry education at
school
Discussions

14.00 – 15.15  Teachers involved in Chemistry is all around Project:
Practical Team work: Animation and interactivity trough presentation software –
application of specific software in visualization of chemical educational content

15.15 – 15.30  Final remarks, conclusions